Introduction

In 1934, a Japanese businessman in Osaka hit upon a clever advertising gimmick. He applied to trademark “Hitler” in the Latin alphabet and Japanese kana as a brand name for bicycles and tricycles. The Patent Office publicized his application in early June. Within days, the German Embassy reacted to the taking of the Führer’s name in vain by asking the Japanese Foreign Ministry to intervene. It invoked Japanese laws barring trademarks that infringed personal names or might disrupt public order. It asserted that Chancellor Adolf Hitler had not authorized such use of his name. Moreover, “in Germany the name ‘Hitler’ enjoys a reputation and profound veneration that far exceeds the typical significance attached to the name of a leading statesman. Approving the registration would thus provoke widespread resentment in Germany . . . but also upset Japan’s international relations.”

The embassy pressed its case in person the next month and designated its general counsel to follow up. It reported to Berlin in November that the application had been rejected and the issue resolved.

This book explores how nationalists in Japan and Germany became mutual admirers in the 1930s. The Hitler bicycle affair is a small but telling illustration of Germany and Japan’s political and cultural entanglements before their entente through the Anti-Comintern Pact of 1936. It also exemplifies two major arguments of this book. First, many Japanese shared Germans’ excitement about Hitler. The word Hitler was evidently popular enough in Japan to be considered a marketing ploy. The bicycle maker proposed the trademark not to offend but to claim a valuable brand from fellow Japanese admirers of Hitler. I argue that this admiration is evidence of a “transnational Nazism” that enabled Japanese and Germans to identify with each other and imagine a binational

1 Bundesarchiv (hereafter: BArch), R 43II/1454, German Embassy’s note verbale to Japanese Foreign Ministry, June 12, 1934.
3 BArch, R 43II/1454, Willy Noebel to Foreign Office, November 21, 1934.
community before their governments forged the alliance. Transnational Nazism was an ideological outlook. Its Nazism centered on Hitler’s personality and elemental National Socialism as a worldview that combined emphasis on the nation and communal sharing of benefits and sacrifice. This Nazism was transnational because Hitler and his messages resonated with non-Germans on the one hand, and because German Nazis and their movement allowed for the limited accommodation of non-Aryan foreigners, in this case the Japanese, on the other. Transnational Nazism’s emergence in both countries was eased by reciprocal cultural appreciation in their media throughout the interwar era.4

This last point brings forth the second major argument: words and activities in civil society helped shape German-Japanese mutual perceptions and so promote transnational Nazism. Christening bicycles, a luxury good, “Hitler” was meant to be honorific and convey Hitler’s atypical significance; other models included “Hegemon” and “Tokyo Fuji.”5 But the bicycle maker’s clumsy, even if sincere, adulation did not amuse German officialdom. The Third Reich could not countenance any profaning of the “Hitler myth” and touchily defended the Führer’s honor, even against an irreverent but harmless commercial appropriation far away.6 Yet Germany only had tenuous control of Hitler’s image in Japan because Japan also invested words with importance. The embassy had to act indirectly through politely petitioning the foreign ministry and citing domestic laws. In denying the registration, the patent office conceded the violation of an individual’s name, but not the transnational disorder that naming rides after the Führer would allegedly spark.

Public discourse and perceptions mattered in interwar Japanese-German relations because few could afford firsthand interactions. To move between the countries, one needed 46 hours on an experimental flight, 102 hours on a zeppelin, 12 days by rail, two weeks via Lufthansa, or one to two months by ship.7 A Friedrichshafen to Tokyo ticket on the

4 There appears to be only one other use of “transnational Nazism,” defined as “a dialogue between Nazism’s classic form (Nazi Germany) and its various reformulations.” Rebecca Wennberg, “Ideological Incorrectness Beyond ‘Political Religion’: Discourse on Nazi Ideology among Scandinavian National Socialist Intellectuals” (PhD diss., Royal Holloway, University of London, 2015), 159–160. This definition approximates mine in that Japanese commentators attempted to interpret Nazism. But it also differs because German and Japanese Nazis did not debate ideological correctness.

5 Tōkyō asahi shinbun (hereafter: TA), June 8, 1933.


zeppelin in 1929 cost almost ¥20,000, or 38,000 Reichsmark (RM). Junior office workers in Japan and Germany earned about ¥70 and 150 RM monthly in the 1930s. Steamships were more common but their prices were still prohibitive. On the day the zeppelin landed near Tokyo, Norddeutscher Lloyd advertised its 55-day service from Yokohama to Hamburg on the “intermediate class” for around ¥500. Germans could travel to Japan and China, “from time immemorial full of mysteries to us Europeans,” on the tourist class of Canadian Pacific in 1934 for approximately 770 RM. Hamburg America Line offered a discount fare of roughly 270 RM for passengers’ “colored domestic help” in 1939; European servants counted as family members and so were charged full prices. The Trans-Siberian Railway, since reopening for international traffic in 1927, was touted by the Soviet travel agency Intourist as “the shortest, most comfortable and cheapest way between Europe and the Far East” with “considerably reduced fares.” Still, intercontinental rail journeys were expensive. An unpadded cot on an eastbound train in 1935 set one back about 370 RM, a padded berth 590 RM, and a bed 630–870 RM, while the westbound third, second, and first classes cost ¥333, ¥600, and ¥877. The higher westbound fares indicate that demand for traffic from Japan to Europe was heavier than vice versa.

Germans and Japanese could connect through words – handwritten, spoken, or printed – but long distances hampered communications too. Sending a postcard from Japan to Germany via the zeppelin cost ¥2.50 and a letter ¥5.00. Regular international mail cost as little as ¥0.20 but moved only as fast and frequently as surface transportation. Telegraph was typically reserved for exigencies, commerce, or government

---

8 Yomiuri shinbun (hereafter: Y), August 22, 1929.
10 The Japan Times and Mail (hereafter: JTM), August 19, 1929.
15 TA, August 22, 1929.
business. Technology enabled conversations across continents by 1935, but at a price. To facilitate year-end greetings in 1935 and 1936, the Japanese Communications Ministry cut telephone rates to Europe by half, so the first three minutes of a call to Berlin cost just ¥50. Of course, these stipulations applied only to the privileged few with acquaintances abroad. Those without personal ties had to settle for two-way radio broadcasts, available from late 1933. Audience sizes were limited by radio prices, then about ¥50 in Japan and up to 400 RM in Germany before the Nazi regime introduced the “People’s Receiver” starting at 35 RM. Western classical music permeated the programming because few Japanese and even fewer Germans understood each other’s language.

Space, time, and money made mass media the primary tool with which Japanese and Germans related to each other. Opinion makers with command of foreign knowledge and the means to propagate their views influenced their countrymen’s mutual impressions – the bicycle maker must have been swayed by the Japanese media’s portrayals of Hitler. It may seem doubtful that words could paper over the gulf separating the nations, but such leaps of imagination are actually performed rather blithely. The phrase “German-Japanese” visually and conceptually bridges the two with a hyphen. At once convenient and dangerous because of its power to condense distance, the hyphen can summarize transnational bonds (personal, cultural, ideological, commercial, etc.) but also mask difficulties, ambiguities, contradictions, and transformations in interactions. Tokyo and Berlin were so mindful of public words and perceptions that each put itself first in its version of the “Japanese-German/German-Japanese Agreement against the Communist International.”

As the bicycle maker’s scheme suggests, many Germans and Japanese were already united by their enthusiasm for Hitler before and independently of their governments’ compact. Both states had long guarded diplomacy as a prerogative. But conditions in Taisho Japan and Weimar Germany were especially conducive to the proliferation of public rhetoric and imagery that affected popular views of the world and even foreign relations. Political liberalization, cultural experimentation, and technological innovation in the 1920s and early 1930s created an opening for
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civil society to engage in public affairs. Neither in Germany nor Japan could the authoritarian regime of the 1930s shut that door completely. Official neglect of bilateral ties until the Anti-Comintern Pact left latitude for determined individuals and organizations to advance their foreign-policy agendas, maintain contacts abroad, and conduct foreign relations. Whether in the democratic 1920s or the authoritarian 1930s, access to foreign knowledge and mass media was also a tool for international liaisons.

Opinion makers’ discourse and activities in both countries reflected and propagated transnational Nazism. In Japan, the media shifted from appreciating Germany to admiring Hitler and his ideology in the early 1930s as the Nazi movement expanded and attained power. Commentators emerged from previous indifference toward Germany, converted from the political left, or radicalized from the traditional right to promote rapprochement with the Third Reich. Before 1933, journalists across the ideological spectrum already obsessed over a rightist Germany and downplayed Weimar’s achievements. From 1933, successive newspapers abandoned misgivings about Nazism to lionize the Führer and gravitate toward Germany’s viewpoints. Pamphleteers catering to the masses embraced Nazi populism wholeheartedly, while lecturers speaking to the elites found Nazi anticommunism reassuring. Authors and translators imported German knowledge in all fields. As Nazism gained currency, publishers inaugurated a trend in nonfiction about Nazi deeds and in Hitler biographies. And linguists, already overwhelmingly partial to a conservative Germany, increasingly incorporated Nazi-speak in language textbooks from the mid-1930s. The Japanese media succumbed to Hitler and Nazism’s appeal much as the Germans did: a galvanized minority acclaimed the Führer; ever more conservatives and centrists joined the approving chorus; and only diminishing leftist outlets remained hostile. The media celebrated Nazi exploits even if they did not benefit Japan. Thrilled by Nazi attacks on liberal democracy, communism, and capitalism, many pundits missed the rhetoric’s racist undertones and only superficially grasped the content of National Socialism. Overt Nazi racism was sporadically criticized, deemed inapplicable to Japan, or simply ignored.

In Germany, transnational Nazism took shape as Japan’s elevation to a respectable, nuanced, and visible niche within the Nazi worldview and Nazified public sphere. The media affirmed Japan’s status as a great power like Germany throughout the interwar era. But in the last Weimar years, domestic polarization began to fuse with external affairs and politicize attitudes toward East Asia: leftists sympathized with China while rightists sided with Japan. At the Nazi regime’s outset, the media
replaced a generally apolitical, positive stance toward Japan with ideological partisanship. Formerly fringe voices that heroized Japan and urged collaboration entered the mainstream or semi-officialdom. Before 1933, newspapers of different political leanings covered Japan as a noteworthy nation. From 1933, the Nazi-dominated press cheered Japanese aggression and challenges to the Versailles–Washington system. Interwar German film tended to present a stereotyped vision of Japan. But Third Reich cinema magnified aspects of Japanese culture that aligned with the Nazi glorification of war, martial ethos, and masculinity. Popular and academic nonfiction articulated Japan favorably and described modern traits familiar to Germans. Writers influenced by Nazism selectively highlighted this modernity and old clichés as proof of the two peoples’ shared characters and destinies. And voluntary associations founded to foster civil society bonds mutated under Nazi rule into power-hungry organizations lobbying for Japan and themselves. Nazi media outlets demarcated a position for Japan within their weltanschauung by praising its racial purity and admitting its superiority to Germany in certain areas.

Transnational Nazism contributes to several historiographies. The history of German-Japanese convergence deserves and has attracted attention. Ever since the Anti-Comintern Pact, interpreters of the entente have underscored the members’ similarity. Contemporary Japanese and German publicists boasted of common values and struggles. Critics branded the two regimes equally cynical and mutually exploitative. The American wartime documentary Why We Fight declared of the Axis: “Although these countries are far apart and different in custom and in language, the same poison made them much alike.” Postwar trials, memoirs, and opening of records provided sources for diplomatic histories that remain standards today.


22 Why We Fight: Prelude to War, dir. Frank Capra, Department of War, 1943; Michaela Hoenicke Moore, Know Your Enemy: The American Debate on Nazism, 1933–1945 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 157–159.

heyday, several such histories describe the two states’ diplomacy as similarly authoritarian. Other scholars, often but not only Marxists, argue that both regimes were fascist. Since social history’s rise in the 1960s, the “latecomer” theory identifies Italy, Germany, and Japan as late modernizing, “have-not” upstarts that jointly assaulted the entrenched empires. From the 1970s, neorealists in international relations further reduce differences among nations by treating them as quantitatively defined “like units.” After new diplomatic history’s emergence in the 1980s, researchers have been examining culture’s role in Japanese-German rapprochement through public opinion, ideology, and knowledge transfer.

But narratives that revolve around the diplomatic alliance and attribute it to national commonalities can introduce a hindsight bias and skew our
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understanding of German-Japanese relations overall. Many works confine their accounts of the entente’s origins to the span of the Third Reich’s existence.\textsuperscript{28} The years between the Anti-Comintern Pact in 1936 and the Tripartite Pact in 1940 enjoy particularly dense coverage.\textsuperscript{29} The individuals directly responsible for the Anti-Comintern Pact, Joachim von Ribbentrop and Ōshima Hiroshi, and even those marginally involved, the geopolitics theorist Karl Haushofer and the military intelligence chief Wilhelm Canaris, are topics of books.\textsuperscript{30} In contrast, socio-economic studies take a decades-long view beginning in the late nineteenth century, when Germany’s impact on Japanese Westernization was palpable and both powers pursued aggressive imperialism. They then skip to the mid-1930s, when talks and moves toward cooperation intensified.\textsuperscript{31} Whether seen from the short- or long-term perspective, a narrow topical focus on the strategic partnership enhances an appearance of historical inevitability or teleological determinism on the route to joint Japanese-German world domination.


Transnational Nazism builds on but also departs from the extant scholarship. It devotes full attention to the medium-term interactions between Germany and Japan from the end of World War I through the mid-1930s. Because the two governments did not conduct vigorous bilateral diplomacy or exchange voluminous documents then, the period is usually dismissed as uneventful or tangential. The one exception is analysis of the 1927 commerce treaty based on evidence from its archival record. Otherwise, diplomatic and military histories refer only cursorily to the years between the Versailles Treaty and the diplomatic maneuvering that led to the Anti-Comintern Pact. Studies grounded in political-economic structures or the latecomer theory also downplay the 1920s. Interpretations that argue that both states implemented generic fascism or met a “fascist minimum” pay some, but not much more, attention to these years. Weimar and Taisho democracies and internationalisms, however flawed, do not fit well with accounts that highlight long-term authoritarian tendencies. Frank Iklé identified this lacuna in our knowledge in the 1970s:

Weimar diplomacy toward Japan and Japan’s interest in Germany in the 1920s are unknown factors … There is need for research on Japan’s interest in a revived Germany and Japan’s attitudes towards Hitler’s Machtergreifung [seizure of power] in 1933. Especially important might be an attempt to see what connections, if any, existed between the rise of Nazi ideology in Germany and nascent militarism in Japan, and to what degree, consciously or otherwise, there was some kind of intellectual cross-fertilization.

Since then, scholars have only partly filled this gap. Moreover, some comparative and analytical frameworks have been overturned in the newer literature. Few studies still call mid-1930s Japanese or German policy making totalitarian. Fascism’s historical presence in Japan remains contested. And the latecomer theory’s assumption of a model modernization from which Germany and Japan deviated on their own “special
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paths” has been questioned. If either nation was not totalitarian, fascist, or late-developing, interpretations hinging on these theories must be revised. Certainly, Tokyo and Berlin had overlapping goals. But they do not account for the mutual esteem and solidarity that arose between Germans and Japanese in the 1930s. Similarities in development did not bring Meiji Japan and Imperial Germany together. Just the opposite. The Kaiserrreich reversed Japanese expansion through the Triple Intervention in 1895 and Wilhelm II warned Europe of the “Yellow Peril.” In World War I, Japan conquered Germany’s Asian-Oceanic colonies. Likeness and common interests are not sufficient to explain the rapprochement of Nazi Germany and Showa Japan.

This book argues that a cultural-historical perspective that focuses on the entire interwar era helps make sense of the diplomatic entente. The turn to culture leads the historian to rich, diverse sources created in the relatively liberal, open 1920s and early 1930s. Opinion makers in each country expressed their views in newspapers, pamphlets, lectures, films, books, language textbooks, and interest clubs. These outlets reveal the reciprocal interpretations and ideological adaptations by Japanese and German journalists, speakers, writers, translators, and filmmakers as they encountered information from the other country. Transnational Nazism consults these sources to present an ideologically and culturally context-ualized history of German-Japanese convergence rather than a narrative focused on short-term power politics or reliant on generalizations of structural similarity. Essentially, for diplomatic history the Anti-Comintern Pact is the cornerstone of the Axis, but for cultural history it is the keystone capping years of ideological resonance and positive mutual depictions.

The case for transnational Nazism’s existence intersects with debates on 1930s Japan’s transition from liberalism to authoritarianism. Adventurism overseas, insurrectionary junior officers, and their suppression by the military establishment subverted parliamentary democracy and pushed Japan rightward even before the onset of full-scale war against China. Researchers concur that from the mid-1930s Japan was militarist. Alfred Vagts’s 1937 definition of “militarism” fits Japan: “a domination of the military man over the civilian, an undue preponderance of military demands, an emphasis on military considerations, spirit, ideals, and

The Anti-Comintern Pact itself materialized from militarist diplomacy – Major General Ōshima overstepped his authority as military attaché and bypassed regular channels to negotiate with Ribbentrop. Yet scholars disagree about whether Japan ever turned fascist. Guided by Maruyama Masao’s thesis of “fascism from above” imposed by the state after it crushed radical officers’ “fascism from below,” academics trained in Japan generally conclude that Japan, especially in wartime, was fascist. Western opinions vary: specialists on fascism mostly rule against its existence in Japan while Japanologists are divided. The Tokyo–Berlin–Rome Axis and the similarities enumerated to explain it have been cited as causes or effects of Japanese fascism. As the war escalated, the state became more compulsive, expansive, and intrusive, but many Japanese, commoners and apostate Marxists in the “conversion” (tenkō) phenomenon alike, rallied of their own volition around the “national polity” (kokutai). Ascertaining fascism in Japan is difficult because armed conflict erupted in 1931 when Japan conquered Manchuria and triggered repercussions that can be seen as fascist or war-related regimentation and mobilization.

40 There is no precise definition of Japan’s membership in the Axis, an inexact label. Benito Mussolini first described Italian-German accord as an “Axis” after a secret memorandum in 1936. Berlin and Rome were not treaty-bound until 1937 when Italy acceded to the Anti-Comintern Pact or 1939 at the latest through the Pact of Steel. Japan called itself an Axis power after it joined the Tripartite Pact in 1940. I think “Axis” can be applied broadly to German-Japanese convergence from 1936 just as it is to Italian-German rapprochement. Japan and Germany closed ranks publicly through the Anti-Comintern Pact, which grew to be a Rome–Berlin–Tokyo alliance before the Tripartite Pact.
In contrast, Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany spent more time at peace than war and demonstrate what “unadulterated” fascism looks like. Because wartime Japan – without a charismatic leader, mass movement, and comprehensive ideology – differs markedly from the European fascist regimes, scholars who argue that fascism existed in Japan qualify it as “imperial,” “bureaucratic,” “military,” or “restoration” fascism. But any “fascism with Japanese characteristics” seems so sui generis that the label “fascism” loses its synthesizing purpose.

To paraphrase Vagts, I posit that the essence of fascism is a domination of the ideological man over the civilian and even military man. Miles Fletcher, Alan Tansman, Janis Mimura, and Aaron Moore have established that there were such ideological men among intellectuals, writers, and the technocrats who administered Japan’s empire. They were Japanese fascists even if they did not necessarily make Japan fascist. Transnational Nazism argues that just as there were Japanese fascists, some Japanese became adherents of Hitler and Nazism, though of course Japan did not turn Nazi. Just as Japanese fascists adapted generic fascism or Italian Fascism, Japanese transnational Nazis purposefully tailored Hitler’s personality and National Socialism so they shed their native and nativist baggage to resonate in Japan. Without prompting from Germany, Japanese opinion makers sold Hitler and the “Nazi brand” to media consumers. These intermediaries were not powerful enough to make Japan Nazi, but their pro-Nazi discourse and activities laid the cultural groundwork for Tokyo’s accord with Berlin. The Anti-Comintern Pact resulted also from transnational Nazi diplomacy – Ōshima, characterized by William Shirer as “more Nazi than the Nazis”
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44 The military remained a source of some resistance in Italy and Germany, unlike in Japan.
and nicknamed in Japan “the German ambassador to Germany,” was not only a Germanophile but an advocate of the Third Reich.48

Transnational Nazism also complicates our understanding of interwar German external affairs and ideology. In light of World War II and the Holocaust, pre-1945 German views and behaviors toward those deemed alien are subjects of a vast literature. The Kaiserreich’s imperialism, war, and genocide in Africa, and especially the Third Reich’s own in Europe, have drawn the most scrutiny.49 German interactions with Asia have only recently begun to be discussed concertedly in conferences and publications. Asian-German studies emerged alongside the global turn in the early 2000s to add a dimension to Germany’s international history beyond transatlantic ties and imperialism. Suzanne Marchand and others have shown that German orientalism was a distinct variant derived more from imagination and projection than contact or experience.50 Cultural interest and intellectual study predominated because Germany had limited presence beyond its infiltration in the Near East and short-lived empire in China and Oceania.51 Todd Kontje observes that German postures toward “the east,” stretching from Eastern Europe to the Far East, fluctuated historically between estrangement and identification.52 Such was the case with India, whose mystery and history elicited broad curiosity in the Kaiserreich and Weimar Republic.53 The xenophobic

49 Shelley Baranowski, Nazi Empire: German Colonialism and Imperialism from Bismarck to Hitler (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010).
Third Reich continued this fascination but subsumed it under occultism and Aryanism. Such was also the case with Japan, which through its breathtaking rise impressed Germany alternately as the Yellow Peril or “Prussians of the East.” The racist Nazi regime even invented the extraordinary label “honorary Aryan” for Japan and treated it as a counterpart, though not quite a counterpart.

Transnational Nazism expands these insights on German orientalism. It argues that Nazism’s complex conceptualization of Japan prepared the cultural and ideological groundwork for bilateral convergence. I have been particularly inspired by Kris Manjapra’s work on German-Indian intellectual entanglements in response to British hegemony and by Andrew Zimmerman’s on German cooperation with African American experts on an imperialist venture. Transnational Nazism resembled but also exceeded the traditional German engagement with Asia. German opinion makers and “Nazis of the East” jointly imagined a community for the Nazi project of German-Japanese collaboration. Nazi racist arrogance was tempered by admiration for and envy of Japanese homogeneity, because there can be no racial hierarchy without racial purity. Unlike other “undesirables,” the Japanese did not seek integration into and so did not threaten the “national community” (Volksgemeinschaft). Nazi commentators recognized Japanese Westernization both for its progress and essence as confirmation of Western leadership. They replaced some stereotypes of Japan such as geisha, beauty, and refinement with others such as samurai, physical fitness, and fighting spirit for ideology’s sake. What under Weimar had been outlandish foreign policy


thinking was implemented by Nazism. Contrary to realist interpretations of Nazi diplomacy, I stress that the entente with Japan was ideologically driven and consistent, not pragmatic. Germany did not merely grant Japan practical concessions, which all Axis powers received. Rather, and significantly, the “racial state” created a niche for Japan – perhaps only Japan – in its worldview. To be sure, Japan was not always depicted positively or as Germany’s equal. But it only needed to be perceived as good enough to be a collaborator. Few, if any, other Axis states occupied a comparable position in Nazi ideology. The minor members were an afterthought. Hitler’s affection for one Italian – Mussolini – but not the Italians, dictated Germany’s attitudes toward Italy. In contrast, Hitler did not know any Japanese leaders but thought well of the Japanese collectively.

Transnational Nazism was a nationalistic reaction to existential concerns. Japanese transnational Nazis believed approaching, though not necessarily emulating, Hitler’s Germany would deliver Japan from its predicament. German transnational Nazis fancied engaging but not mingling with racially pure Japan. My depiction of transnational Nazism as an “imagined community” invokes Benedict Anderson’s thesis on nationalism. Germans and Japanese did not jointly build a nation, but factors essential for nationalism identified by Anderson facilitated their transnational solidarity. Print capitalism empowered opinion makers in presses and publishers, amplified by radio stations, lecture circuits, film studios, and interest clubs, to share and spread ideas across continents. Transnational Nazis admired one leader – Hitler, adhered to one “political religion” – National Socialism, and adopted one imagery and vocabulary – Nazi symbols and Nazified German. Global history’s rise in the early 2000s has caused nationalism to be examined in

Transnational Nazism

international contexts. The inherent tension can be challenging but also generate exciting results, including John Fousek’s “nationalist globalism” and Jens-Uwe Guettel’s “imperial liberalism.” Transnational Nazism describes a similarly tension-filled, paradoxical phenomenon; I use “transnational” to capture Nazism’s mobility, direction, and fluidity. International movements are usually associated with the political left, such as struggle for liberation, world peace, or communism. But as Manjapra, Zimmerman, Fousek, Guettel, and others demonstrate, transnational engagements are not inevitably progressive or cosmopolitan. Fascism also travels, through universal fascism or imitative regimes. Nazism, with its dogmatic anti-Semitism, German chauvinism, and adoration of Hitler, may seem too peculiar to resonate outside German circles. But the Nazification of some Japanese proves that its tenets crossed borders and adapted to local habitats. Transnational Nazism

sheds light on how extremism can mutate, migrate, disperse, and endure. It offers an “asymmetrical comparison”: German ideas influenced more recipients in Japan than Japanese ideas in Germany, and German Nazis determined who would be incorporated in their weltanschauung. It is a study of foreign relations but not of diplomacy – political, cultural, or public – that is coordinated and executed by the state. Although it is incontrovertible that in theory perception affects behavior in international relations, attributing any act to an impression is much less straightforward. Hitler’s belief in Jewish hostility toward Japan and praise for Japan’s imperial system do not conclusively explain the Axis. Cultural history does not aim to pinpoint the cause of a specific event but to situate it within a milieu, as Akira Iriye does for Japan–US relations and John Dower for the Pacific War. 

Transnational Nazism contextualizes the interwar German-Japanese entente by reconstructing the cultural traffic and ideological projection between citizens that preceded the diplomatic compacts. Its narrative begins in 1919, with the emergence of a new Japan and new Germany, and ends in 1936, when the Anti-Comintern Pact formalized bilateral convergence as policy and reduced the latitude of civil society therein.


“Diplomacy” can refer strictly to engagements between national governments and “foreign relations” broadly to interactions between governments, civil societies, economies, and individuals. Some activities of the opinion makers, especially influential Nazis in party publications or organizations, may qualify as “Track Two diplomacy,” defined loosely as non-state actors’ involvement in international relations and negotiations, distinct from Track One or official diplomacy. Peter Jones, Track Two Diplomacy in Theory and Practice (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2015).


to subjugate but to elevate and accommodate each other. They used diminishing Weimar and Taisho freedoms of expression and association to advocate illiberal ideas such as Nazism and aggression. The revelation that civil society under authoritarianism conducted its own foreign relations illuminates how individuals and groups exerted unofficial influence within and between states.  

This book is one of very few monographs on Japanese-German relations that pays balanced attention to both nations. Because of the nature of the subject, most works favor German or Japanese sources, or are edited volumes by multiple authors discussing different aspects of each country. The resulting knowledge landscape is fragmented and uneven, obscures linkages, and hinders comparisons. Transnational Nazism uses primary sources from diverse segments of the Japanese and German media. It is divided into two substantive halves: the first examines Germany through Japanese eyes, the second Japan through German ones. Chapters One to Four analyze the portrayals of Germany in Japanese newspapers, lectures and pamphlets, nonfiction and translations, and language textbooks. Chapters Five to Eight study the depictions of Japan in German dailies, films, nonfiction, and interest and advocacy groups. The survey of the media is broad but not exhaustive. The main missing component is periodicals such as Chūō kōron, Kaizō, Simplicissimus, or Kladderadatsch. I have replaced them with Japanese lectures and pamphlets and German films because these sources are less frequently consulted. Moreover, contributors to journals also wrote newspaper articles and books so that their viewpoints are expressed through these venues.  

The chapters treat outlets that are highly comparable in some cases (newspapers and nonfiction) but less so in others (language textbooks, cinema, associations). They cover media formats of various qualities and with different customer bases. Together they demonstrate the ubiquity and influence of relatively few opinion makers who molded intercultural perceptions through prolific, skillful production of words.

77 Davide Rodogno, Bernhard Struck, and Jakob Vogel, eds., Shaping the Transnational Sphere: Experts, Networks and Issues from the 1840s to the 1930s (New York: Berghahn Books, 2014).

78 Miyake Masaki, “Hitorō seiken no shōaku to Nihon no rondan—zashī Kaizō to Chūō kōron wo chishin to suru kōsatsu,” in Berurin Wīn Tōkyō: 20-seiki zenhan no Chūō to Higashi Ajia, ed. Miyake Masaki (Tokyo: Ronsōsha, 1999), 191–249. The inclusion of German films introduces a group of opinion makers with a wide-reaching platform who are rarely examined for their influence in foreign relations.
Indeed, because of the distance between Japan and Germany, words rather than people or objects were the main instrument for interaction and exchange from just before World War I to the end of World War II. On the eve of the former, the two states maintained formal, correct ties; improving relations was not a priority in their foreign-policy establishments. Germany was far more obsessed with its security in Europe and “place in the sun” overseas. Japan acted in self-interest by maximizing its diplomatic flexibility without violating the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. Tokyo did not depend on any one foreign supplier for arms, and some in its military and bureaucracy entertained the idea of coming to terms with Germany in the early 1910s.Outside government, the two populations treated each other with appreciation rather than partiality. Many Japanese studied in Germany, but more went to America. German expatriates in Japan were always outnumbered by English-speaking ones. Germany’s constitution, army, and universities served as models for Meiji Japan, but America, Britain, and France influenced Japan’s agriculture, industry, banking, commerce, navy, and public administration. For Japan, Germany was just one among several Western competitors. Germany, to the extent it thought of Japan at all, saw it as part of the “Far East.”

Tokyo declared war on Berlin in August 1914, soon after war broke out in Europe. Japan expelled and expropriated most resident Germans. It captured many of Germany’s Asian-Oceanic possessions with little bloodshed. German prisoners of war were interned in Japan and treated humanely. Germany unsuccessfully explored a separate peace with

80 Naikaku Tōkeikyoku, ed., Nihon Teikoku tōkei nenkan (Tokyo: Tōkyō Tokei Kyōkai, 1919–1937). In the interwar era, the number of Japanese in Germany seldom exceeded 1,000, while more than 100,000 Japanese nationals were in America, many as emigrants. The German community in Japan never reached 2,000 and was smaller than the British or the American one.
Japan in 1915 and 1916.\textsuperscript{83} Then in 1917, Germany, desperate to resume unrestricted submarine warfare in the Atlantic despite American warnings, proposed in the Zimmermann Telegram an alliance with Mexico to deter America from entering the war. The scheme further called for inviting Japan to the anti-American partnership. What negligible chance of the plot succeeding vanished when British Intelligence decoded and published the note.

Japan’s contribution to Allied victory earned it a seat at the negotiations of the Versailles Treaty in 1919. Japan received some German warships as spoils and a tiny portion of reparations. Japanese control of the Marshall, Mariana, and Caroline Islands was legally confirmed as mandates of the League of Nations. Germany’s concessions in China were transferred to Japan, even though China had expected their aboliishment upon joining the Allies in 1917. China thus refused to sign the treaty and instead ended hostilities with Germany separately.

Berlin and Tokyo ratified the treaty and restored official ties in 1920. Germany treated Japan as a great power by reopening its embassy in Tokyo – one of Germany’s nine embassies and its only one outside the West.\textsuperscript{84} But meaningful relations took much longer to repair. Cooperation came about coincidentally, as when Japanese troops in Siberia and German Freikorps militiamen in Eastern Europe fought the Red Army during the Russian Civil War. Otherwise, the two states had divergent foreign-policy objectives. The Weimar Republic spent its diplomatic capital on rehabilitating and reintegrating Germany in the world. Reconciling distant Japan was at best an afterthought. And it found a like-minded partner, China, which also resented the postwar settlement.\textsuperscript{85} China and Germany, both cash-strapped, developed symbiotic barter arrangements. Germany’s loss of colonies gave its merchants and military advisers in China a political and moral advantage over Western and Japanese competitors. Meanwhile, Japan channeled its diplomatic energy into multilateral instruments such as the League of Nations and
Washington Treaties, and managing the delicate relations with America and China.\textsuperscript{86} Japanese-German traffic was so neglected that Berlin and Tokyo took until 1927 to conclude a new commerce and navigation treaty to replace the one nullified by war in 1914.\textsuperscript{87}

Civil society assumed responsibility for nurturing bilateral ties in this vacuum of official attention. Japanese academics and traders were already returning to Germany to resume studies or commerce in 1919.\textsuperscript{88} In Japan, many released German internees reestablished their previous positions in academia and business. The German Embassy advised the Foreign Office in 1922 that “as we mean little to Japan politically and even our trade with Japan is threatened, it is especially necessary that we do everything to retain our trump card, the respect and love for German culture and science, and to look after the cultural bond.”\textsuperscript{89} It pointed out that of the 425 students abroad sponsored by the Japanese Education Ministry, 130 were in Germany, 55 in America, 80 in Britain, and 58 in France. Although few Germans visited Japan, luminaries who did, such as the Nobel laureates Albert Einstein in 1922 and Fritz Haber in 1924, were received enthusiastically and spoke highly of Japan upon their return.\textsuperscript{90} Haber became an especially vocal, active advocate of German cooperation with Japan.\textsuperscript{91} Even Ambassador Wilhelm Solf invested much of his time in Japan from 1920 to 1928 in intercultural endeavors rather than diplomacy.\textsuperscript{92} Several binational voluntary associations were founded in both countries with Solf’s participation or endorsement. Additionally, the 1920s saw the popularization of international tourism for the affluent, facilitated by the Trans-Siberian Railway’s reopening and excess capacities on ocean liners.


\textsuperscript{88} Wada Hirofumi et al., \textit{Gengo toshi Berurin 1861–1945} (Tokyo: Fujiwara Shoten, 2006), 7–34.

\textsuperscript{89} Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amts (hereafter: PA AA), R 85846, Martin Renner to Foreign Office, August 11, 1922.


made available by the end of mass immigration to America.\footnote{Lorraine Coons and Alexander Varias, Tourist Third Cabin: Steamship Travel in the Interwar Years (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003).} Technology seemed poised to revolutionize intercontinental traffic when the airship \textit{Graf Zeppelin} flew nonstop from Germany to Japan in 1929.

The outbreak of the world economic crisis the same year marked a turning point in Japanese-German relations. The Versailles–Washington system in which Berlin and Tokyo had sought to operate started to collapse. Most crippling for Germany was the withdrawal of foreign capital, and for Japan the erection of trade barriers. Squabbling politicians seemed incapable of meeting these existential challenges. So radical individuals and ideologies gained a wider following and resonated across borders. Hitler and Nazism’s ascent caught the imagination of ever more Japanese observers. They propagated Nazi ideology through the media and called for closer relations with Germany from the early 1930s. In Germany, Hitler’s rise gave an opening to loyally Nazi but amateurish diplomats, self-styled foreign-policy experts, or geopolitics theorists who admired Japan, in contradiction to the practice of cultivating China.

Despite the more favorable conditions, rapprochement did not come early or easily. In one of its last diplomatic acts, the Weimar Republic contributed to a League of Nations commission in 1932 investigating Japan’s seizure of Manchuria. The critical Lytton Report caused Japan to storm out of the league the next year.\footnote{Jessamyn R. Abel, The International Minimum: Creativity and Contradiction in Japan’s Global Engagement, 1933–1964 (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2015), 25–53.} Though Hitler became chancellor in 1933, conservatives who maintained the arrangements with China largely continued to run the Foreign Office and War Ministry. And Hitler very much preferred an alliance with Britain to one with Japan. Only after an accord with London no longer seemed imminent did he authorize Joachim von Ribbentrop in 1935 to bypass the Foreign Office and approach Tokyo in earnest. The Japanese Foreign Ministry likewise had reservations about international reactions to a settlement with the Third Reich, pushed ardentely by Japanese transnational Nazis such as Ōshima Hiroshi and many opinion makers. But Japan had left itself few diplomatic options by the mid-1930s. Its incursions into China from 1931, withdrawal from the league in 1933, and abrogation of the London and Washington Naval Treaties in 1934 alienated the liberal democratic West. Its internal suppression of communists and aggressive stance in Manchuria antagonized the Soviet Union.\footnote{Tajima Nobuo, Nihon Rikugun no taiso bōryaku: Nichi-Doku Bōkyō Kyōtei to Yūrashia seisaku (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 2017).} And civilian rule had been undermined through political violence by radical officers.
These factors combined to enable the two regimes to finally converge in the Anti-Comintern Pact in 1936. The agreement, ostensibly a high point in bilateral ties, in fact manifests uneasiness in Japanese-German diplomacy. It was not an exclusive partnership. Italy acceded in 1937. Britain, Poland, and China, too, were invited to join the front. Because neither Berlin nor Tokyo was prepared to confront Moscow explicitly, the Comintern was settled on as a proxy boogeyman – never mind that the suppression of communists in both countries had rendered “anti-Comintern” hollow. The pact was thus a vague commitment they could agree on while risking upsetting the fewest number of nations. Japan still hoped to negotiate with the Soviet Union over Pacific fisheries. Some Germans kept fantasizing about recruiting Britain into the alliance. Even after Japan launched all-out war against China in 1937, Germany still attempted to maintain its pragmatic affair with China while staying politically married to Japan. Oskar Trautmann, the ambassador to China, strained to balance Germany between the belligerents until his recall by the Naziified Foreign Office in 1938. For both Japan and Germany, prioritizing their ideological partnership incurred negative practical consequences.

The pact encouraged pundits who had agitated for closer cooperation and now churned out more self-fulfilling prophesies explaining and predicting German-Japanese solidarity. Propagandistic pronouncements, high-profile visits, and official exchanges followed. On the accord’s second anniversary in 1938, Japan and Germany signed a compact to facilitate cultural interactions. It coincided with the technological feat of a German aircraft flying to Japan in 46 hours with only three refueling stops. But it crash-landed in the Philippines on its return leg.

German actions before the outbreak of World War II in Europe in 1939 nearly ruptured bilateral relations. Germany did not inform Japan of its determination to attack Poland despite British and French warnings. In violation of a secret protocol of the Anti-Comintern Pact, Berlin concluded a nonaggression pact with Moscow in August 1939, just when Japanese soldiers were dying in a disastrous clash with the Red Army on the Mongolian-Manchurian border. Germany’s about-face, along with the Kwantung Army’s defeat, undercut the pro-German faction in the Japanese government and military, altered Japan’s diplomatic stance

24 Transnational Nazism
toward the Soviet Union, and conceivably made Western possessions in Southeast Asia more attractive targets.98

The tide of war in Europe ultimately kept Japanese-German partnership afloat. Germany had defeated the Netherlands and France by late 1940, and seemed on the verge of invading Britain. Japan saw an urgent opportunity to seize their “orphaned” colonies in Southeast Asia, possibly before their eventual annexation by a new, much-expanded German empire.99 It browbeat Vichy France into accepting Japanese occupation of northern Indochina in September. The same month, Italy, Germany, and Japan forged the Tripartite Pact, a defensive treaty for mutual military assistance. Tokyo, taking a cue from Berlin, also signed a non-aggression pact with Moscow in April 1941 to secure its continental frontiers.

Yet two months later, Germany attacked the Soviet Union, having again kept its plans hidden from Japan and Italy. The Tripartite Pact did not dictate that Japan join an offensive war, so Japan remained neutral, having resolved to expand southward. Most damaging for Japanese-German traffic, the invasion severed the last unobstructed artery, the Trans-Siberian Railway. The railroad had been shuttling personnel and goods between the ends of the Axis, but from June 1941 both parties had to count on blockade runners. The seas were made even more inhospitable in December when Japan returned Germany’s favor and attacked Pearl Harbor and Western colonies in Asia without forewarning. The Tripartite Pact did not mandate that Germany open hostilities, but Hitler had assured Japan of his support in a hypothetical war against America.100 Berlin and Rome declared war on Washington four days after Pearl Harbor, and the three main Axis powers pledged not to seek a separate peace. In January 1942, they at last signed a convention to formally coordinate military operations.

100 As late as a month before Pearl Harbor, doubts were raised at an imperial conference about Germany's trustworthiness should Japan attack America – specifically, whether Germany would honor its “paper agreements” with Japan or side with the white race. Nobutaka Ike, Japan’s Decision for War: Records of the 1941 Policy Conferences (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1967), 237.
But the agreements had no discernible impact.\textsuperscript{101} The Axis members devoted almost all their resources to what Mussolini called “parallel wars” for the duration of the conflict. Japan diligently observed neutrality vis-à-vis the Soviet Union and watched as shiploads of American matériel flowed to Vladivostok, to be hurled at German forces on the Eastern Front. Germany fought America in the Atlantic largely to destroy supplies for Britain and the Soviet Union. It sent some merchant raiders and submarines to the Indian Ocean with Japanese consent, but they were not there to help the Japanese war effort, only to cut off shipments bound for Britain.\textsuperscript{102} Not until January 1943 did Germany and Japan conclude an economic arrangement to organize trafficking technology and materials, long after regular contact had become all but impossible to uphold. The compacts from 1936 to 1943, one annually except 1939, in fact show that the two regimes were struggling to accept that words – pacts, speeches, and propaganda – could not shrink the distance between them.\textsuperscript{103} Transportation on land was ruled out; grand visions of Axis armies meeting in India never came close to reality. Only one round-trip flight between Europe and East Asia was undertaken, by an Italian crew and aircraft in 1942. Germany and Italy had planned a few more such stunts, but Japan demurred because it did not want to flaunt violations of Soviet air space.\textsuperscript{104} Blockade runners slipped supplies into German-controlled ports, but these possibilities dwindled as the Allies established supremacy at sea. The only remaining transportation option was ultralong-range submarines. Some completed the obstacle course between occupied France and East Indies, ferrying from Europe blueprints and parts for advanced weapons, and from Asia raw materials such as rubber. These voyages took three months each way and became increasingly hazardous as the Allies perfected antisubmarine warfare. But the pile of goods so smuggled was overshadowed by the mountain shipped from the Arsenal of Democracy. A single Allied convoy carried more materials


\textsuperscript{103} The compacts are the Anti-Comintern Pact in 1936, Italy’s accession to it in 1937, cultural agreement in 1938, Tripartite Pact in 1940, agreement precluding a separate peace in 1941, agreement on military coordination in 1942, and economic arrangement in 1943.

than all Axis cargo submarines combined. Particularly detrimental to an alliance that mostly led a verbal existence, word of mouth and the airwaves too were made unsafe. Richard Sorge, a German Comintern operative posing as a correspondent in Japan, relayed to Moscow in late 1941 Tokyo’s decision not to attack the Soviet Union, thereby freeing the Red Army to amass around the capital. And Allied code-breakers deciphered Ōshima’s transmissions to Japan detailing German defenses in coastal France before D-Day. Fundamentally, the Tokyo–Berlin Axis lived by words and died by words.